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ABSTRACT
We present the first reliable determination of chemical abundances in an active galactic nucleus (AGN ) outflow.
The abundances are extracted from the deep and simultaneous Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE ) and
Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) STIS observations of Mrk 279. This data set is exceptional for its high signal-to-noise
ratio, unblended doublet troughs, and little Galactic absorption contamination. These attributes allow us to solve for
the velocity-dependent covering fraction and therefore obtain reliable column densities for many ionic species. For
the first time, we have enough such column densities to simultaneously determine the ionization equilibrium and
abundances in the flow. Our analysis uses the full spectral information embedded in these high-resolution data. Slicing a
given trough into many independent outflow elements yields the extra constraints needed for a physically meaningful
abundance determination. We find that relative to solar, the abundances in the Mrk 279 outflow are (linear scaling)
carbon 2:2  0:7, nitrogen 3:5  1:1, and oxygen 1:6  0:8. Our UV-based photoionization and abundance results are
in good agreement with the independent analysis of the simultaneous Mrk 279 X-ray spectra. This is the best agreement
between the UV and X-ray analyses of the same outflow to date.
Subject headingg
s: galaxies: abundances — galaxies: active — galaxies: individual ( Mrk 279) —
galaxies: Seyfert — line: formation — quasars: absorption lines

1. INTRODUCTION

2004), suggesting that chemical enrichment of their environments
operates on short cosmological timescales. This feature makes
local AGNs a good probe of chemical processing in the early
universe.
There are two main tracks for determining abundances in AGNs:
broad emission lines ( BELs) are seen in most AGNs and are
known to be formed in close proximity to the nucleus (within
0.01Y0.1 pc.; Kaspi et al. 2005, and references therein). Considerable effort has been devoted to determining abundances in
AGNs by studying the relative strength of BELs in individual as
well as composite spectra (e.g., Shields 1976; Baldwin & Netzer
1978; Hamann & Ferland 1992; Ferland et al. 1996; Dietrich et al.
1999, 2003). These studies suggest that the metallicity of the BEL
region (BELR) is supersolar. However, BEL abundance studies
are only relative, in the sense that they do not measure the ratio of
heavy elements to hydrogen directly. Ratios of nitrogen to carbon
and oxygen BELs are measured and then converted to metallicity
(Z ) using the expected secondary nucleosynthesis of nitrogen,
which predicts N/O and N/C / Z or N/ H / Z 2 (Hamann &
Ferland 1999). This assumption weakens the robustness of the
BEL metallicity claims in principle. In the best case, where H i measurements of galactic environment are available in a high-redshift
galaxy, this assumption is not verified (Pettini et al. 2002). Furthermore, there are considerable systematic issues that affect these
studies. The BELR is spatially stratified and likely to have a wide
range of densities and temperatures (Nagao et al. 2006). Therefore, different BELs can arise from largely different regions, which
complicates the use of BEL line-flux ratios as abundance indicators. Radiation transfer inside the opaque BEL material is a difficult problem that further complicates interpreting observed BEL
ratios (Netzer 1990).
The second track for determining abundances is using absorption lines associated with AGN outflows. In principle, absorptionline studies allow for absolute abundance measurements, since the

Active galactic nuclei (AGNs) provide a vital probe of the early
history of chemical enrichment in the universe (Shields 1976;
Hamann & Ferland 1992; Ferland et al. 1996; Dietrich et al. 2003).
Their brightness allows us to see chemically processed environments when the universe was less than 7% of its current age ( Fan
et al. 2004), thus giving us insights into early star formation and
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hydrogen Lyman series troughs can yield direct ratios of hydrogen
to heavy elements. AGN outflows are evident by resonance line
absorption troughs, which are blueshifted with respect to the systemic redshift of their emission counterparts. In Seyfert galaxies,
velocities of several hundred km s1 (Crenshaw et al. 1999; Kriss
et al. 2000) are typically observed in both UV resonance lines
(e.g., C iv kk1548.20, 1550.77, N v kk1238.82, 1242.80, O vi
kk1031.93, 1037.62, and Ly), as well as in X-ray resonance lines
(Kaastra et al. 2000, 2002; Kaspi et al. 2000, 2002). Similar outflows (often with significantly higher velocities) are seen in quasars, which are the luminous relatives of Seyfert galaxies (Weymann
et al. 1991; Korista et al. 1993; Arav et al. 2001a). Distances of
the outflows from the central source can range from smaller than
BELR distances (QSO 1603+3002; Arav et al. 1999a) to tens of
parsecs (NGC 3783; Gabel et al. 2005b) or 1000 pc (QSO 1044+
3656; de Kool et al. 2001). Thus, in most cases, the outflows are
associated with material in the vicinity of the AGN and can be
used as diagnostics for the chemically enriched environment at
the center of galaxies.
A main obstacle in determining abundances using outflow absorption lines is obtaining reliable measurements of the absorption column densities from the troughs. In the last few years, our
group (Arav 1997; Arav et al. 1999a, 1999b, 2002, 2003; de Kool
et al. 2001) and others (Barlow 1997; Telfer et al. 1998; Churchill
et al. 1999; Ganguly et al. 1999) have shown that in quasar outflows, most lines are saturated even when not black. As a consequence, the apparent optical depth method, which stipulates that
the optical depth ap   ln (I ), where I is the residual intensity in
the trough, is not a good approximation for outflow troughs. In addition, using the doublet method (Barlow 1997; Hamann et al.
1997), we have shown that in many cases the shapes of the troughs
are almost entirely due to changes in the line-of-sight covering as a
function of velocity, rather than to differences in optical depth
(Arav et al. 1999a, 2001a; de Kool et al. 2001; Gabel et al. 2005a).
Gabel et al. (2003) show the same effect in the outflow troughs of
NGC 3783, as does Scott et al. (2004) for Mrk 279. As a consequence, the column densities inferred from the depths of the
troughs are only lower limits.
In order to measure reliable column densities, we found it necessary to use a two-step combination: first, we developed analysis methods that can disentangle the covering factors from the
optical depth (Gabel et al. 2003, 2005a). Second, these methods
depend on having high-resolution (k20,000) and high signal-tonoise (S/ N k 20) spectral data of outflow troughs. Furthermore,
we critically rely on fully resolved uncontaminated doublet and
multiple troughs. Mrk 279 is the optimal target for such analysis,
since it allows us to obtain data with the above specification on
the C iv, N v, and O vi doublets, as well as on several Lyman series
troughs. The latter are crucial for any abundance determination
(see x 5.1). Before applying this analysis to the Mrk 279 data, we
tested the validity of our absorption model. The main alternatives
are inhomogeneous absorber models (de Kool et al. 2002). We
tested the main variants of inhomogeneous absorber models on
the Mrk 279 data set and concluded that the outflow cannot be
fitted well with these models (Arav et al. 2005; see x 5.2.1). Following these tests, we used the partial covering absorber model to
extract the column densities of all the observed ions in the Mrk 279
outflow (Gabel et al. 2005a).
In this paper we present the determination of chemical abundances in the AGN outflow emanating from Mrk 279, using the
high-quality simultaneous UV data sets from HST/STIS and FUSE.
Our procedure for determining the abundances is as follows. First,
we treat each spectral resolution element as an independent measurement (see x 5.1 for discussion). After determining the spectral
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energy distribution (SED) appropriate for Mrk 279 (x 2.2), we
solve for the ionization parameter (U ) and the total hydrogen
column density (NH) independently for each of our 15 resolution
elements (x 2.3). This is done by comparing the measured column
densities with photoionization grid models, assuming a given set
of CNO abundances. Each resolution element is allowed to have a
different combination of U and NH. However, we require the same
set of CNO abundances for all resolution elements. The CNO
composition of the outflow is determined to be the abundance set
that yields the best fit for all 15 resolution elements (x 3). Section 4
is devoted to a comparison of the photoionization and abundance
results presented here with the independent analysis of the simultaneous Mrk 279 X-ray spectra. In x 5 we discuss our results. The
Appendix gives the details for the extraction of ionic column densities from the observed troughs, with emphasis on the associated
errors.
2. PHOTOIONIZATION ANALYSIS
2.1. The Mrk 279 Data Set
In May 2003 we obtained simultaneous X-ray and UV observations of the Mrk 279 AGN outflow (description of the UV
observations is found in Gabel et al. [2005a] and of the X-ray
observations in Costantini et al. [2006]). The 92 ks FUSE data
have a spectral resolution of 20,000 and cover the observed wavelength 905Y1187 8. These data yielded the highest quality O vi
trough spectrum of any AGN outflow to date. The 16 orbit HST/
STIS/E140M observations have a spectral resolution of 40,000
and cover the observed wavelength 1150Y1730 8. These data
yielded high-quality C iv and N v troughs. The combined HST/
FUSE spectrum gives high signal-to-noise Ly, Ly, and Ly
troughs. Compared with other well-studied AGN outflow targets,
the Galactic H i column density in the direction of Mrk 279 is quite
low: 1.6 compared with 4.4 and 8.7 for Mrk 509 and NGC 3783,
respectively (in units of 10 20 cm2; Hwang & Bowyer 1997;
Kaspi et al. 2002). Therefore, the outflow troughs of Mrk 279
are significantly less contaminated with Galactic absorption features than the other noted targets.
In Gabel et al. (2005a), we used a global fitting technique to
extract three velocity-dependent quantities from the data: continuum covering factor, BELR covering factor, and column densities Nion for all the detected ions. An important finding was that
the outflow fully covers the continuum both for the Lyman series
troughs and for the CNO doublets. In this paper, we refine the
Nion measurements by using this finding. Once the continuum
coverage is known to be 100%, the doublet equations are reduced
to two unknowns (BELR covering factor and optical depth), which
we can solve independently for each ion, since we have two residual intensity equations. These solutions are more physical, and
their errors are easier to estimate. In the Appendix, we give the details of the new solution, while for the rest of the paper, we use this
improved set of Nion determinations. The difference between the
Gabel et al. (2005a) and the current Nion measurements can be
seen in the first figure of the Appendix (Fig. 6). We point out that
the main difference is in the size of the error bars, where we put
much effort into obtaining physically accurate errors, since the
analysis is crucially dependent on these.
2.2. Photoionization Modeling and SED
We use simple slab photoionization models (using the code
CLOUDY; Ferland 1998). Such models are commonly used in
the study of quasar outflows (e.g., Weymann et al. 1985; Arav et al.
1994, 2001b; Hamann 1996; Crenshaw et al. 1999; Gabel et al.
2006) and assume that the absorber consists of a constant density
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Fig. 1.—SED used for our analysis (solid line) compared with the canonical
Mathews-Ferland spectrum. The two SEDs are normalized to the same flux at 1 ryd
(dashed line; 1 ryd is equivalent to 13.6 eV or 912 8). The Mrk 279 model
incident SED was constructed to smoothly connect the FUSE spectrum near restframe 900 8 to the Chandra/LETGS spectrum near 200 eV (see text for details).
Compared with the Mathews-Ferland SED, the Mrk 279 SED is somewhat harder.

slab irradiated by an ionizing continuum. The two main parameters in these models are the thickness of the slab, as measured by
the total hydrogen column density (NH ), and the ionization parameter U (defined as the ratio of number densities between hydrogen ionizing photons and hydrogen in all forms).
The SED of the incident flux is also important in determining
the ionization equilibrium. The ionizing SED of Mrk 279 is arguably the most tightly constrained of any AGN to date. FUSE
observations set the flux at 900 8 in the object’s rest frame, and
the Chandra/LETGS simultaneously provided reliable X-ray coverage for energies greater than 200 eV. Even so, some ambiguity
remains due to the gap between 13.8 eV and 200 eV (see Fig. 1).
We opted to continue the slope of the FUSE continuum and gradually steepen it until it matched the soft X-ray continuum. We
chose this shape rather than connecting these two points with a
simple power law, since we consider it unlikely that a spectral
break falls immediately at the edge of the observed UV data. We
note that the 13.8Y200 eV continuum would be somewhat softer
with a simple power law connecting the UV and X-ray data and
elaborate on the ramifications of such an SED in the discussion
(x 5).
To generate the Mrk 279 SED shown in Figure 1, we used the
CLOUDY agn command, which generates the sum of two continua, F ¼ A uv exp (h/kTuv ) þ B x . The first of these represents the optical/UV bump, and this command also imposes
a low-energy exponential cutoff at 1 m. We chose uv ¼ 1:0
and kTuv ¼ 136 eV to smoothly and conservatively span the
900 8-200 eV spectral region. The second of the continua represents a high-energy (X-ray) power law that lies between 1 ryd
and 100 keV, with cutoffs at both ends. We chose a slope to
match the observed one, x ¼ 1:1, and normalized this component’s strength relative to the UV bump with an ox ¼ 1:35.
The CLOUDY input command string that generated this continuum is agn 6.2 1.35 1.0 1.1, where the first parameter is log Tuv , followed by ox, uv, and x.
2.3. Velocity-Dependent Grid Models
We base our photoionization analysis, and ultimately the abundance determinations, on the grid-of-models approach created by
Arav et al. (2001b). For a given Nion, we ran a grid of models

Fig. 2.—Curves of constant ionic column density plotted on the plane of total
hydrogen column density (NH ) per unit velocity of the slab vs. the ionization parameter of the incident radiation (U ), using solar abundances and an SED tailored
for these specific observations of Mrk 279 (see Fig. 1). The inset key shows measured log (Nion ) ( per unit velocity) for the resolution element centered around the
285 km s1 outflow velocity.

spanning 3 orders of magnitude in both NH and U. For these
models, we use the Mrk 279 SED described above and assume
solar abundances, as given by the CLOUDY code, where the carbon and oxygen abundances are taken from Allende Prieto et al.
(2002, 2001), and the nitrogen abundance is taken from Holweger
(2001). The solar abundances of these elements compared to hydrogen are C ¼ 2:45 ; 104 , N ¼ 8:5 ; 105 , and O ¼ 4:9 ;
104 . We then determine which combinations of NH and U reproduce the observed Nion and plot the ion curve, which is the locus of
these points on the NH-U plane. We do that for each measured Nion.
Ideally, a single value of NH and U should be able to reproduce all
the Nion constraints. This is based on the assumption that the measured Nion arise from a parcel of gas with uniform density that is
irradiated by the given SED. On the NH-U plane, this single-value
solution will be represented by the crossing of all the ion curves
at a single point.
A new feature that adds considerable diagnostic power to these
models is their velocity dependence. Since the Nion measurements
are for a specific velocity, we obtain a grid model for each element
of resolution along the trough. There is no a priori reason why
material flowing in different velocities should have the same ionization structure or have the same column density per unit velocity
(see x 5.1). Separating the absorption trough into individual resolution elements therefore allows for a more accurate solution of
the ionization structure of the flow, and as we show below, is the
key for precise abundance determination.
Figure 2 shows the grid model for the resolution element
centered around the 285 km s1 outflow velocity. All the measured ions are represented. The upper limits from Si iv, S iv, S vi,
and C ii do not add meaningful constraints and are consistent
with the results of our analysis. An important advantage over the
analysis of the PG 0946+301 spectra (Arav et al. 2001b), is that
all the Nion shown in Figure 2 are actual measurements and not
lower limits, as was the case for most ions in PG 0946+301.
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Fig. 3.—Same as Fig. 2, but including 1  uncertainties, shown as shaded areas
with the same color as the associated ion curve. For the sake of clarity, we omitted
the 1  presentation for C iv. As a figure of merit, in this velocity plot, the 1  interval for C iv touches the H i curve around log (U ) ¼ 1:4.
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Fig. 4.—Similar to Fig. 2, but overplotted with reduced  2 contours (at 12.5, 50,
and 112) for an NH, U solution (dotted lines). Position of the formal solution is
marked by the square, and the best-fit values are shown at the top left corner. From
the large value of the reduced  2 , it is evident that there is no acceptable NH, U
solution for this solar abundance model.

2.4. Measurement Errors and  2 Analysis
In measuring the Nion for the outflow troughs in Mrk 279, we
accounted for most of the systematic issues that plagued previous measurements. Unblended doublet and multiplet troughs
were used, without which reliable outflow Nion cannot be measured in principle. Both the continuum and BELR covering factors
were taken into consideration, and Nion as a function of velocity
was extracted. We therefore possess the first comprehensive set
of reliable Nion measurements for an AGN outflow.
Extracting meaningful constraints on the ionization equilibrium and abundances from the measured Nion requires having a
reliable database of the associated errors. Estimating physical
errors for the Nion measurements is a complicated process that is
fully described in the Appendix. Here we give a brief description
of this process and a qualitative explanation for the different error values of the individual ions. For all ions except C iii, the fitting procedure simultaneously finds the optimal covering factor
and optical depth at a given velocity point. Once the optimal
combination is found, we derive the formal error of the parameters (see Appendix for full discussion). Our approach is verified
by the close match between the resultant flux deviations and the
empirical flux errors in both positive and negative directions (see
the second figure in the Appendix, Fig. 7).
The errors are not symmetrical. Typically, the ‘‘plus’’ error is
larger than the ‘‘minus’’ error, and often much larger. This is due
to the exponential dependence of the absorption on the optical
depth. For example, if  ¼ 4, we already absorb 98% of the flux
covered by the outflow. Increasing  by 2 only absorbs an additional 2%. A similar increase in flux requires a decrease of only
0.6 in .
In Figure 3, we show the errors associated with the photoionization model presented in Figure 2. O vi has the largest errors
because at that velocity its troughs are nearly saturated, and for
that reason, the asymmetry in its errors is also most pronounced.
H i exhibits the smallest errors and therefore supplies the strongest constraint on the physical solutions for the outflowing gas.

The H i errors are the smallest because the observations cover
five Lyman series lines, and the intrinsic optical depth ratio of the
first three spans a factor of 18. This, coupled with the fact that the
Ly trough is not close to saturation, yield tight constraints on
the column density. In contrast, the intrinsic optical depth ratio
between the members of each CNO doublet is 2, yielding significantly less stringent constraints on their Nion. C iii is a singlet, and
therefore we had to make an assumption regarding its covering
fraction. Once we assumed the C iii coverage to be the same as
C iv, we derived tight constraints on its Nion, since the trough was
far from saturation. Finally, a contributing factor for the larger
errors of the CNO doublets is that flux errors are associated with
both doublet components, while often the difference between the
two residual intensities is small compared to the flux values
themselves.
We are now in position to ask the first important physical
question: do the ion curves in Figure 3 allow for an acceptable
solution for the ionization equilibrium for this particular velocity
slice of the outflow? That is, is there a combination of NH and U
that will satisfy all the ion-curve constraints? It is evident from
Figure 3 that this is not the case, as the error stripes for H i and
N v do not overlap on this grid-model plot. A physical solution
cannot be obtained for this velocity slice of the outflow, assuming solar abundances. In Figure 4, we show the formal  2 solution for the best-fit values of NH and U for this velocity slice.
The reduced  2 ¼ 5:7 formally shows that the model does not
yield a statistically valid fit for the data. Of the 15 slices, 13 yield
reduced  2 between 2 and 10, and only two have reduced  2
smaller than 2.
3. ABUNDANCE DETERMINATION
3.1. Method
The most plausible way to obtain a physical solution for NH
and U in Figure 3 is to drop the assumption of solar abundances. In
our parameter-space plots, an increase in abundance is equivalent
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to lowering the entire related ion curve, since less NH is needed for
the same amount of the said element. We can see from Figure 3
that if the nitrogen abundance is 3 times higher than solar, the N v
ion curve will be lower by the same amount and the error stripes
for H i and N v will comfortably overlap in parts of the parameter
space.
For one velocity slice, we can always achieve a perfect solution
(exact crossing of the ion curves) by allowing the CNO abundances relative to hydrogen to be free parameters. Such a solution
might be suggestive, but it is considered weak, since we use three
free parameters to make the five ion curves cross at the same point.
As can be seen in Figure 2, this is always the case. As long as we
specify the value of U to be that of the C iii and C iv ion curves’
crossing point, the three free abundances parameters allow us
to bring all CNO ion curves to meet at that U-value on top of the
H i curve.
The way to obtain robust rather than suggestive abundance
determinations for the outflow is to use the velocity information.
So far we have only dealt with a single velocity slice. It is reasonable to expect that each velocity slice will have an independent
ionization solution, i.e., its own NH and U values. The number
density and column density of the outflow at each resolution element are determined by the flow’s dynamics, which can be quite
complicated (Proga 2005). However, it is likely that an outflow
component would have the same abundances at all velocities.
Therefore, the assumptions we make are that (1) each velocity
slice has an independent NH, U ionization solution and (2) all
velocity slices of the same outflow component have the same
chemical abundances.
3.2. Velocity Coverage
In Mrk 279, the outflow spans the velocity range 200 to
540 km s1. As described in Gabel et al. (2005a), the velocity
range 300 to 540 km s1 is contaminated by unrelated absorption ( probably from the companion galaxy of Mrk 279; see
Scott et al. 2004), which is detected in lines from low-ionization
species (C ii, C iii, and Si iii) and especially in the H i Lyman
series. For this reason, we cannot use the H i trough measurements
in the range 300 to 540 km s1 in our ionization and abundance analysis of the flow. We therefore concentrate on the 200
to 300 km s1 range, where we have high-quality uncontaminated measurements for H i, C iii, C iv, N v, and O vi. The HST/
STIS/E140M grating yields 15 independent resolution elements
for this range. We use the N v trough spectrum to fix the velocity
points of these elements and interpolate all the other troughs’
spectra to that velocity scale. The FUSE’s resolution (k / k) is
only half that of the STIS/E140M grating, and we interpolated
them on the same velocity scale. We used the STIS rather than the
FUSE resolution for the following reasons: (1) to maintain all the
physical information of the STIS troughs; (2) the O vi doublet
covered by FUSE was the most saturated and yielded the least
constraining measurements, and therefore an oversampling by a
factor of 2 will not affect the physical conclusion significantly; and
(3) the H i measurements arise from one STIS line (Ly) and two
FUSE lines (Ly and Ly), and the derived NH i is smooth as a
function of velocity (see Fig. 6). Thus, we preserve the STIS velocity resolution for Ly, while the smoothness of the measurements minimizes the effects of oversampling the FUSE data on the
physical conclusions, since no structure is seen on small velocity
scales.
3.3. Algorithm
Using the assumptions detailed in x 3.1, we simultaneously fit
all the velocity slices, using methods similar to those used by
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Gabel et al. (2006). The U and NH associated with each of the 15
velocity bins are the constrained free parameters. All velocity
bins have the same given set of CNO abundances relative to H.
The abundances are introduced into the fit via a linear scale factor of the metal ionic column densities predicted by the solar metallicity grid of models. This is possible because all the absorbers
considered here are optically thin to the EUV ionizing radiation
(i.e., the He ii and H i ionization edges are optically thin); thus,
the total ionic column densities scale linearly with the abundances
of their parent element. After minimizing the  2 in each velocity
bin, we sum all the minimum values from all the velocity bins.
We repeat this process for 11 abundance values for each element
(spaced equally in log space), for a total of 11 3 models.
In each velocity bin, there are five measured Nion; the summation of these over the 15 velocity bins gives a total of 75 model
constraints. The number of free parameters includes two per each
velocity bin (U and NH) times 15 velocity bins, plus the three CNO
abundances: altogether 33 free parameters. The best-fit solution is
then the set of velocity-dependent U, NH values, and the C, N, and
O abundances that minimize  2 from
X X Nobs; j;i  Nmod; j ðU ; NH Þfj  2
2 ¼
;
ð1Þ
j; i
j
i
where the measured column density of the jth ion in the ith velocity bin Nobs; j,i is compared with the model column densities
from the grid Nmod; j , fj is the scale factor relative to solar abundances, and j;i the measurement uncertainty.
Our initial models sampled a cube of CNO abundance values
spanning 0.1Y10 times their solar values at a resolution of 60%
between grid points. Upon finding the general location of the best
set of CNO abundances, we iteratively refined the span of abundances to a final resolution of 3% between grid points. It is important to verify that we found the absolute rather than a local
 2 minimum, and to check whether there are other local minima
that may give a different but valid abundance solution. For these
purposes, we ran additional grid models. In particular, we ran the
initial cube model with triple resolution and studied the behavior
of  2 in that volume. We found no other minima in that phasespace volume.
3.4. Abundance Results
The best fit for all 15 velocity slices is obtained using the following set of CNO abundances (relative to solar): C ¼ 2:2, N ¼
3:5, and O ¼ 1:6. For this model, equation (1) yields  2 ¼ 47:5
2
¼ 1:16. In
for 41 degrees of freedom, or a reduced  2 of red
2
Figure 5, we show the formal  solution for the best-fit values
of NH and U for the single velocity slice shown in Figure 4. The
reduced  2 ¼ 0:8 formally shows that the model yields a statistically valid fit for the data. A similar situation occurs in most other
velocity slices that include the same abundance solution. The range
of reduced  2 in all velocity slices is 0.5Y2.1, for 3 degrees of
freedom.
We calculate the model-independent errors associated with
these abundance determinations by finding the 90% singleparameter confidence intervals, obtained from changing only
the said abundance while keeping the others fixed (following
Press et al. [1989] and Taylor [1997]). The results are shown in
Table 1. Thus, carbon and oxygen are enhanced by a factor of
2 relative to solar values, while nitrogen is enhanced by a factor
of 3Y4, in agreement with the Z 2 scaling indicative of enhanced
secondary production in massive stars (Hamman & Ferland 1999,
and references therein).
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TABLE 1
Abundances of the Mrk 279 Outflow
Relative to Solar
Element

Abundance

Carbon........................
Nitrogen .....................
Oxygen.......................

2.2  0.7
3.5  1.1
1:6þ0:7
0:8

Note.—See x 2.3.

For the two ionization component model, Costantini et al.
(2006) found the following values (their Table 6):
logð Þ ¼ 0:47  0:07 ergs cm1 ;
NH ¼ 1:23  0:23 ; 10 20 cm2
and
logð Þ ¼ 2:49  0:07 ergs cm1 ;
NH ¼ 3:2  0:8 ; 10 20 cm2 ;
Fig. 5.—Similar to Fig. 4, but for the best global abundance solution. Reduced
 contours are plotted at 5 and 20 for an NH, U solution (dotted lines). Position
of the formal solution is marked by the square, and the best-fit values are shown at
the top left corner. The best-fit reduced  2 gives an acceptable NH, U solution for
this abundance solution.
2

One can also find a model-dependent error estimate for an assumed Z 2 scaling, since in that model the ratio of C/H and O/H
are proportional to each other while N/ H / (O/ H) 2 . For this
model, the 90% confidence level for nitrogen is only slightly lowered, but the error bars on the oxygen and carbon abundances
shrink by 60% and 50%, respectively.
4. AGREEMENT WITH THE X-RAY
PHOTOIONIZATION RESULTS
As noted above, we obtained simultaneous X-ray observations
(360 ks Chandra/LETGS) of the Mrk 279 AGN outflow. The full
analysis of the X-ray data is presented by Costantini et al. (2006).
Kinematic similarity between the UV and X-ray ionized absorber
in this object strongly argues that we are seeing the same outflow
in both spectral bands. It is therefore important to compare the independently derived X-ray ionization equilibrium findings with
those presented here for the UV data.
Costantini et al. (2006) explored two physical scenarios for the
X-ray ionized absorber. The first set of models postulated discrete
ionization components, and it was found that a model with two
ionization zones gives a good fit to the X-ray absorption data. The
second set of models postulated a continuous distribution of the
ionization parameter for the absorbing material. Such models
were successful in fitting the X-ray absorption data of NGC 5548
(Steenbrugge et al. 2005). Unlike the case for NGC 5548, models
with a simple power-law distribution in the ionization parameter
did not yield a satisfactory fit to the Mrk 279 Chandra/LETGS
data. A bimodal distribution was needed for an acceptable fit. Such
a model is close in concept to a two ionization zone model. Since
the simple two ionization zone model already gives a good fit to
the data, we conclude that it provides a more plausible physical
description for the Mrk 279 X-ray absorber. We therefore compare our UV results to the results of the two ionization zone X-ray
model.

where the ionization parameter is defined as  L/nH r 2 (L is
the luminosity of the source, nH is the number density of hydrogen in all forms, and r is the distance from the central source).
For a given SED, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the ionization parameter and the ionization parameter
U, which we are using in this paper. For our Mrk 279 SED, we
find log ( )  log (U ) ¼ 1:5. Therefore, for the first component,
we find log (U ) ¼ 1:0. Figure 5 shows the ionization solution
for one velocity slice where log (U ) ¼ 1:0. This value is representative of all our velocity slices, as we find 90% of the material
in this velocity range to have 1:2 < log (U ) < 0:9. Thus, the
ionization parameter of the low-ionization component deduced
from the X-ray analysis is practically identical to the one deduced
from the UV analysis. The high-ionization X-ray component does
not have any bearing on the UV analysis, since this component is
not expected to contribute measurable column density for the UV
ions. This is easily verified by inspecting Figure 2. The relative
fraction of the UV ions drops dramatically above log (U ) ¼
1:0. Even the fraction of highest ionization UV species (O vi) is
lower by more than 2 orders of magnitude for log (U ) ¼ 1:0 than
for log (U ) ¼ 1:0.
How does the total NH for the low-ionization X-ray component compare with our UV findings? For the velocity range 220
to 300 km s1, we find from the UVanalysis that the total NH ¼
0:8 ; 1019 cm2. In order to compare this value to the X-ray determined NH, two factors have to be taken into account. First, the
velocity interval of the UV analysis is only 80 km s1 out of the
340 km s1 of the entire UV trough. It is possible that the rest of
the trough has a different amount of NH per km s1 on average, but
in order to get a rough comparison we will simply multiply the
above UV derived NH by 340/80. Second, the X-ray analysis was
done assuming solar abundances. Since the UV metallicity enhancement is a factor of 2.4 on average, we need to multiply the
UV derived NH by this additional factor. Accounting for both factors, we find that our rough X-ray equivalent NH is NH ¼ 0:82 ;
10 20 cm2, which is compatible with the derived value for the lowionization X-ray component, NH ¼ 1:23  0:23 ; 10 20 cm2. It is
remarkable that the fully independent X-ray and UV ionization
solutions agree so well for the Mrk 279 absorber.
Finally, we address the issue of whether our UV derived abundances are compatible with the X-ray analysis. In principle, it is
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very difficult to derive absolute abundances from the X-ray data,
since there are no hydrogen lines in the X-ray band. Therefore,
the X-ray data are insensitive to simple metallicity scaling, and it
is not surprising that Costantini et al. (2006) find solar metallicity
to be adequate for their models. Barring a handle on the absolute
abundances, we look at secondary effects involving ratios of nitrogen to carbon. Our UV findings show that the outflow’s N/C ¼
1:6(N/C) . The best X-ray measurements are those of C vi and
N vi. From Table 5 in Costantini et al. (2006), we find that the
modeled C vi is virtually identical to the measured C vi. However, the measured N vi column density log (N½N vi )obs ¼ 16:9 
0:6 cm2 is higher than the modeled one, log (N½N vi )model ¼
16:3  0:36 cm2 (although the error bars on the two values make
them formally consistent with one another). Although the measurements and modeling errors are large, the X-ray data are consistent with a relative enhancement of N/C compared to solar,
similar to the one deduced from the UV data. This consistency
strengthens our UV abundance findings.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Robustness of the Abundance Determination
We argue that the work described here is the first reliable abundance determination in AGN outflows. To support this claim, let
us review what is necessary for deriving reliable abundances in the
outflows, and how well this project met these requirements. In
x 5.3, we describe how other previous and current efforts fall
short of satisfying these necessary conditions.
Determining the ionization equilibrium and abundances (IEA)
in an AGN outflow depends crucially on obtaining reliable measurements of the absorption column densities (Nion) from the observed troughs. As described in the introduction and elsewhere
(Arav et al. 1999a, 2001a; de Kool et al. 2001; Gabel et al. 2003;
Scott et al. 2004), solving for the velocity-dependent covering fraction is crucial for obtaining reliable Nion from the troughs. Column
densities inferred using other techniques (curve of growth, apparent optical depth, and Gaussian modeling) suffer from large
systematic uncertainties and many times can only be used as lower
limits. We have developed state-of-the-art velocity-dependent
methods to determine the covering fraction of both the continuum and BELR, as well as the real optical depth (Gabel et al.
2005a and this work). To implement these methods, a suitable
data set must have the following attributes.
1. A spectral resolution larger than 20,000 in order to allow
for velocity-dependent analysis across the troughs. FUSE and
the Echelle gratings on board HST give us sufficient resolution.
2. To enable a meaningful covering factor analysis of the
CNO doublets, the S/N of the data must be k20 for the above
resolution. The reason for such a high S/N is the need to quantify
the differences between the residual intensities of two doublet
troughs, which are often only 10%Y20% apart (see Gabel 2005a).
Very few data sets in the literature achieve this S/N level, since it
requires roughly k15 HST/STIS orbits and k100 ks of FUSE
exposure time on the brightest AGN outflow targets.
3. The data set must cover troughs from enough ions to be useful for IEA determinations. At the minimum, we need to cover the
CNO doublets and three or more of the Lyman series troughs. The
latter is a crucial requirement, since abundances cannot be determined without an accurate measurement of H i column density.
Only a combination of FUSE and HST can cover the needed
troughs.
4. The troughs associated with different doublet components
must be unblended. Otherwise it is impossible to extract covering factors, and the derived Nion are reduced to lower limits. Sim-
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ilarly, the outflow troughs cannot be contaminated with significant Galactic absorption.
5. FUSE and HST/STIS coverage must be near simultaneous,
preferably within the same month. Seyfert outflow troughs are
known to show considerable changes over timescales of more
than several months (e.g., NGC 3783, Gabel et al. 2005a; Mrk 279,
Scott et al. 2004). Any combined analysis of the full data set must
rely on no changes in the absorption between the different epochs.
The deep and simultaneous FUSE and HST/STIS observations
of Mrk 279 are the only existing data set that satisfies all these
requirements. Therefore, our measurements yield the first sufficient set of reliable Nion to allow for a physical determination of
the IEA in AGN outflows.
Our next step was to infer the physical conditions of the absorbing gas using these Nion measurements. Here we introduce
an analysis method that uses the full information imprinted on
these high-resolution data (Gabel et al. [2006] used similar techniques on the VLT/UVES spectrum of QSO J2233606). Instead
of integrating the Nion across a kinematic component, we treat
each resolution element separately.
Physically, this approach is justified, since elements of the
flow that are separated by more than several km s1 represent
physically separated and sonically disconnected regions. In this
way, instead of having constraints on the physical conditions in
one kinematic component, we obtain constraints on 15 separate
regions. We therefore do not have to use the implicit assumption
that the ionization equilibrium is constant across a given component. Working at the spectral resolution of the spectrograph provides the maximum kinematical information without significant
scattering between adjacent spectral elements. We also note that
these spectrographs have very little instrumental scattered-light
components (Howk & Sembach 2000).
We found considerable variation for U and NH over the 15 velocity slices: 1:4 < log (U ) < 0:9 and 16:3 < NH < 17:4.
Thus, it is evident that ‘‘classical’’ kinematic components, which
often cover more than 100 km s1, indeed show significant variation in U and NH as a function of velocity.
For one kinematic component given the set of measured Nion,
it is always possible to find a set of CNO abundances that will
produce a perfect photoionization solution. It is therefore impossible to assess the physical significance of such a solution. The
situation is different for constraining 15 separate regions. We rely
on two plausible physical assumptions: that the individual U and
NH can vary from one region to another and that the abundances
across these regions are constant. This allows us to obtain tight
constraints for the individual CNO abundances as described in
x 3.4. We spent a great deal of effort to derive physically meaningful errors on our Nion measurements. It is a major achievement
that the excellent statistical fit of our abundance model (reduced
 2 ¼ 1:16) was achieved without any re-adjustments of these
errors. This not only validates our methods, but also the physical
model we are using to analyze AGN outflows.
5.2. Possible Caveats
5.2.1. Inhomogeneous Absorber Models

As described above, we invested a large effort in developing
and utilizing analysis techniques that solved for two separate covering factors and the optical depth as a function of velocity. An
important question in this context is the validity of the assumption
of a rigid absorbing-material distribution (essentially a step function), assumed by the partial covering model. Would an inhomogeneous distribution of absorbing material across the emission
source (de Kool et al. 2002) yield a good alternative to the partial
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covering model? In Arav et al. (2005) we tested inhomogeneous
absorber models on the Mrk 279 data set, where the three highquality Ly, Ly, and Ly troughs provided the strongest constraints. We concluded that inhomogeneous absorber models that
do not include a sharp edge in the optical depth distribution across
the source are not an adequate physical model to explain the trough
formation mechanism for the outflow observed in Mrk 279. This result supports the use of partial covering models for AGN outflows.
5.2.2. SED Uncertainties

As stated above, the SED we use (see Fig. 1) is arguably the
best-determined one for an individual Seyfert study. Nonetheless, we do not cover the crucial 13.6Y150 eV ionizing part of the
SED, and there is therefore inherent uncertainty that affects the
photoionization models. The softest plausible SED is where we
connect the last UV point with the first X-ray point (see x 2.2)
with a simple power law. This minimizes the assumptions regarding the shape of the unseen portion of the SED, but with the price
of assuming a spectral break immediately following the last UV
point. We ran photoionization models using such a SED and
found that the largest change was a decrease in the carbon abundance by 10%, with nitrogen and oxygen showing similar but
smaller change.
5.3. Comparison with Other Outflow
Metallicity Determinations
All IEA studies of Seyfert outflows prior to 2003 used Nion measuring techniques that are inadequate for AGN outflow troughs:
curve of growth, apparent optical depth, and Gaussian modeling. The key importance of the covering factor was overlooked.
Therefore, the IEA findings of these studies suffer from large unquantified systematic errors that can only be corrected to some extent by redoing the analysis using more accurate trough formation
models. In many cases, a re-analysis is unwarranted, since one or
more of the conditions detailed in x 5.1 is not met: the S/N of the
data is insufficient (e.g., Fields et al. 2005), data do not cover
troughs from enough ions to be useful for IEA determinations
(e.g., Brotherton et al. 2001), doublet troughs are blended (e.g.,
NGC 4151, Kraemer et al. 2006), there is severe contamination
with Galactic absorption (e.g., NGC 3783, Gabel et al. 2003), or
FUSE and HST/STIS coverage is not simultaneous.
A typical recent example is the study of the Mrk 1044 outflow ( Fields et al. 2005), which has the following shortcomings.
(1) The S/N of the FUSE data is too low to allow a coveringfactor analysis. (2) There is severe contamination with Galactic
absorption in the FUSE band, greatly affecting the measurements
of the crucial Ly trough. (3) FUSE and HST/STIS observations
were taken 6 months apart, allowing significant changes in the absorber to occur, while it is necessary to assume that no absorption change occurred for the sake of the photoionization analysis.
(4) There was no attempt to solve for the velocity-dependent covering factor for the STIS observed C iv and N v, which introduces
large errors in their Nion determination. (5) The main measured
FUSE lines (O vi) are totally saturated, and thus the derived O vi
column density is only a lower limit. Most importantly, the main
conclusion—that the outflow shows a metallicity of at least
5 times solar—is weakened by the fact that the Lyman series
troughs are either heavily blended (Ly) or of too poor quality
( Ly) for analysis. A possible increase by a factor of 3 in the H i
measurement is reasonable under these conditions and will make
the photoionization model (see their Fig. 5) consistent with solar
metallicity.
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6. SUMMARY

This paper presents a main result of a deep simultaneous UV
and X-ray spectroscopic campaign on the AGN outflow seen in
Mrk 279, and is the fifth paper resulting from this campaign. Our
choice of object combined with the long observations (92 ks
with FUSE, 16 HST/STIS orbits, and 360 ks Chandra/LETGS)
allowed us to obtain the first reliable determination of chemical
abundances in an AGN outflow. We find that relative to solar, the
abundances in the Mrk 279 outflow are C ¼ 2:2  0:7, N ¼
3:5  1:1, and O ¼ 1:6  0:8 (x 3).
Previous efforts to derive the abundances and ionization equilibrium of the outflows suffered from using inadequate models
for the formation of the absorption troughs. Therefore, their inferred ionic column densities are unreliable, and these uncertainties are then amplified by the photoionization models used to
deduce the abundances and ionization equilibrium. Much of the
problem can be traced to the physical quantities that determine
the shape of the observed troughs. In the interstellar medium
(ISM ) and intergalactic medium ( IGM ), the shape of absorption troughs singularly depends on the optical depth of the absorbing material. This allows for a straightforward extraction of the
all-important ionic column densities. In contrast, AGN outflow
absorption troughs are a convolution of velocity-dependent covering factor and optical depth. These two quantities must be deconvolved if one hopes to derive reliable column densities. To
accomplish this, a data set must have the following attributes (see
x 5.1 for full discussion): a spectral resolution larger than 20,000
and S/N k 20 in order to allow for velocity-dependent analysis
across the troughs, spectral coverage of at least the CNO doublets
and three Lyman series troughs, where the troughs associated with
different doublet components must be unblended, and near simultaneous observations of all these troughs.
We chose Mrk 279 because it is by far the best AGN outflow
target in satisfying the above requirements. Our deep campaign
yielded the necessary high S/N data to do the analysis properly
and avoid the many compromising assumptions that plagued
previous studies. As a result, we have obtained the best determination of ionization equilibrium to date and the first reliable measurement of abundances in these environments. It is also the first
time that the analysis of the UV data is in good agreement with
the X-ray analysis. That is, the physical properties of the lowionization component seen in the X-ray match very well to those
we find for the UV gas (see x 4).
In order to extract the physics from the data, we abandoned the
old notion of ‘‘absorption trough components.’’ This notion is
somewhat suitable for ISM and IGM clouds, but is not adequate
for studying dynamical absorption structures. Instead, we developed a velocity-dependent analysis technique, which proved
crucial in deriving the results of this paper. We believe that these
techniques are the only reliable way to determine the physical properties of AGN outflows. This applies to both future
UV observations and ground-based Echelle spectroscopy of the
outflows.
This study demonstrates that the quality of science that can be
achieved by a well-designed campaign is far higher than the
combined results of many small projects in this field, providing a
strong argument for investing the large resources needed for such
studies.

This work is based on observations obtained with HST and
FUSE, both built and operated by NASA. The FUSE mission is
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operated by the Johns Hopkins University under NASA contract
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through grants HST-AR-9536 and HST-GO-9688 from the Space
Telescope Science Institute, which is operated by the Association
of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under NASA
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contract NAS 5-26555, through Chandra grant 04700532, and
by NASA LTSA grant 2001-029. S. R. O. N. is supported financially by NWO, the Netherlands Organization for Scientific
Research. We also thank the anonymous referee for useful comments and suggestions.

APPENDIX A
PROFILE FITTING AND IONIC COLUMN DENSITY MEASUREMENTS
In Gabel et al. (2005a, hereafter G05), we performed a detailed global fitting of the intrinsic absorption profiles in the 2003 FUSE
and STIS spectra of Mrk 279 to derive the velocity-dependent ionic column densities and line-of-sight covering factors. This fitting
method allowed for treatment of the individual covering factors of the physically distinct background emission sources, i.e., the continuum source (Cc ) and emission-line region (Cl ). While the solution from this analysis matched the observed profiles well overall (see
Fig. 6 in G05), there were some systematic discrepancies indicating the need for a refinement in the fitting assumptions. Given the crucial importance of having accurate ionic column densities with realistic uncertainties for photoionization modeling of the outflow, we
re-address those measurements below.
Two key findings from our global fitting analysis provide the basis for our refined measurements presented here. First, the continuum source was shown to be fully occulted by the outflow, with nonunity effective covering factors due entirely to partial coverage
of the emission-line region. We consider this result to be robust: Cc  1 was found systematically over the numerous, independently
fit velocity bins associated with the highly resolved absorption profiles, and it was found consistently in separate fits to the CNO
doublets and the Lyman series lines. It is also geometrically consistent with our understanding of the different size scales of the
emission regions, with the UV continuum source much smaller than the BLR.
Second, fits to the C iv and N v doublets deviated slightly but systematically over much of the profiles, with the absorption strength
underestimated in the blue and overestimated in the red members of each doublet. This indicates that the effective covering factors for
these ions are lower than the global fit solution. In deriving that solution, we assumed all ions share the same covering factors; this was
necessary to sufficiently constrain the model so that Cc and Cl could be treated separately. However, with the result that Cc ¼ 1, we can
now eliminate that simplifying assumption and solve the ionic column densities independently for each doublet pair.

Fig. 6.—Ionic column density profiles derived for the UVoutflow in Mrk 279. Results from  2 minimization fitting of the absorption profiles, with Cc ¼ 1, as described
in the text, and associated 1  uncertainties are shown with black histograms and error bars. For comparison, the global-fit solutions from G05 are also plotted (red
histograms). Velocity bins with no valid solution (minimum  2  2) are denoted with crosses. The region in the H i profile with blended absorption from different
physical components, and thus no solution, is plotted with dotted histograms (see G05).
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Fig. 7.—Absorption-profile fits and uncertainties compared with the observed spectra. Model profiles corresponding to the best fits to  and Cl , with Cc ¼ 1, are shown
in green. Profiles derived using 1  uncertainties in the fitted parameters are plotted (red histograms) for comparison with the 1  uncertainties in the fluxes (black
histograms). Velocity bins with no valid solution are marked with crosses (see G05).

To determine column densities, we used  2 fitting analysis, comparing the observed normalized fluxes with the model absorption
equation
I ¼ 1 þ (Rl Cl þ Rc Cc )(e  1);

ðA1Þ

where Rl and Rc are the fractional flux contributions of, respectively, the line and continuum emission sources underlying the absorption, and  is the line optical depth. Equation (A1) comes from the more general expression for an arbitrary number of emission
components, given in equation (4) of G05 (see also Ganguly et al. 1999). For each doublet pair, Cl and  were derived in each velocity
bin using equation (1) with Cc ¼ 1 by minimizing the  2 function summed over the two doublet lines; the optical depths of the two
lines are related by their intrinsic 2 : 1 ratio. The emission-line covering factor was constrained to the physically meaningful range of
0 Cl 1. Optical depths were converted to ionic column densities using the expression in Savage & Sembach (1991). For 1 
uncertainties in these parameters, we adopt the maximum offsets from the best-fit values, which give  2 ¼ 2 (i.e., equal to the number
of lines being fit). For cases of large optical depth (typically  k 4), no upper limit can be determined because of heavy saturation. In
these cases, there are only lower limits on the ionic column densities. We measured the H i column density from the Lyman series lines
in a similar way. In this case, we fit the combined Ly, Ly, and Ly lines, since they all exhibit strong absorption and have the highest
signal-to-noise ratio. Since there are three lines in the Lyman fitting, 1  uncertainties in the fitted parameters are values giving
 2 ¼ 3.
The column density profiles derived from our  2 fitting are shown in Figure 6, together with the global fit solutions from G05 for
comparison. This shows some important differences that would affect the results of photoionization models. Over much of the
profiles, the N v and, especially, C iv column densities are larger than in the global fit, due to the lower effective covering factors
associated with these ions. Also, the estimated uncertainties associated with the  2 analysis, which we consider to be more realistic
as described above, are generally larger. Figure 7 shows the model profiles compared with observed fluxes. Profiles generated using
1  uncertainties in the parameters (red histograms) are seen to match the flux measurement uncertainties (black error bars) well
overall.
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